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7:00 am ........ Breakfast
8:00 am ........ Gilwell Field Assembly
8:30 am ........ Coaching and Mentoring
9:30 am ........ Conservation Project
11:30 am ...... Self Assessment
12:00 pm ...... Lunch

4:30 pm........ TICKET FINAL DEADLINE

1:00 pm........ Patrol Presentations 

5:30 pm........ Patrol Dinner

7:00 pm........ Patrol Meeting/
Self Assessment

8:00 pm........ Patrol Campfires/
Cracker Barrel

10:00 pm ...... Lights out

DAILY SCHEDULE

THE GILWELL

SERVICE PATROL
Owl

PROGRAM PATROL
Eagle

“A boy learning what he can
as a Scout has a good  
chance in the world.”

Lord Robert Baden-Powell

“Duty to God” is the heart of Scouting 
and is a foundational principle as old as 
the organization itself, Bishop Gary E. 
Stevenson, Presiding Bishop of The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, told over 
1,500 Scout leaders May 23, 2013. Bishop 
Stevenson was addressing leadership of the 
Boy Scouts of America at its “Duty to God” 
breakfast meeting in Grapevine, Texas. 

Bishop Stevenson did not address the vote 
that took place the same day on Boy Scout 
membership policies. “I am very aware of 
the controversial moral, legal, and policy 
issues that face this great organization. They 
are deep and they are wide and they will 
test the best in us,” Bishop Stevenson said. 
“Although I don’t speak directly to these 
issues this morning, I believe it constructive 
counsel for each of us to pray that divine 
direction manifest itself upon those who 
have the weighty responsibility to lead this 
organization appropriately.” 

Speaking of the Scout Oath, which contains 
the phrase “I will do my best to do my 

duty to God,” Bishop Stevenson said, “Isn’t 
it impressive that this great organization, 
so far ahead of its time, established this 
foundation or mission statement, integrated 
it deeply into its culture, and practiced it, 
beginning in 1910. Ask any man who was 
a Boy Scout, and you will find near 100 
percent recognition and an ‘off the chart’ 
recall of this mission statement.” Bishop 
Stevenson said that duty to God is the heart 
of Scouting. “It is a founding principle as 
old and deep as the organization itself,” 
he said. “What does it imply? The World 
Organization of the Scout Movement 
defines duty to God as ‘adherence to 
spiritual principles, loyalty to the religion 
that expresses them, and acceptance of 
the duties resulting there from.’ And a BSA 
duty to God task force said, ‘Spirituality, 
reverence, morality, [and] ethical behavior . 
. . are terms which reflect and demonstrate 
ways to fulfill duty to God.’”

Excerpt from: mormonnewsroom.org  
See Bishop Steven’s full remarks online at:
http://j.mp/dtg-scout

The Heart of Scouting3:00 pm........ Servant Leadership

4:00 pm........ Interfaith Service
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The origins of Wood Badge beads can be 
traced back to 1888, when Baden-Powell 
was on a military campaign in Zululand 
(now part of South Africa). He pursued 
Dinuzulu, son of Cetshwayo, a Zulu king, 
for some time, but never managed to 
catch up with him. Dinuzulu was said to 
have had a 12-foot (4 m)-long necklace 
with more than a thousand acacia beads.  

Baden-Powell is claimed to have found 
the necklace when he came to Dinuzulu’s 
deserted mountain stronghold. Such 
necklaces were known as iziQu in Zulu 
and were presented to brave warrior 
leaders. Other sources suggest that what 
Baden-Powell actually found were a Zulu 
girl’s marriage dowry beads.

Much later, Baden-Powell sought a 
distinctive award for the participants in 
the first Gilwell course. He constructed 
the first award using two beads from 
the necklace he had recovered, and 
threaded them onto a leather thong 
given by an elderly South African in 
Mafeking, calling it the Wood Badge.

While no official knot exists for tying 
the two ends of the thong together, the 
decorative diamond knot has become 
the most common. 

When produced, the thong is joined by a 
simple overhand knot and various region 
specific traditions have arisen around 
tying the diamond knot, including: 
having a fellow course member tie it; 
having a mentor or course leader tie 
it; and having the recipient tie it after 
completing some additional activity that 
shows he or she has mastered the skills 
taught to him or her during training.

The Wood Badge Beads

“There is no more 
significant work in 
this world than the 
preparation of boys 
to become men of 
capacity, of strength, 
of integrity, who are 
qualified to live  
productive and  
meaningful lives.”

Gordon B. Hinkley
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Patrol Reports
The Beaver Patrol 
I'm not sure if you should refer to us as the Beavers.  After the "olympiad games" we played up on the hill yesterday one might mistake us 
as Michael Phelps, Ryan Lochte, Kerri Walsh, or some other incredible olympian.  We rocked those games.  Aaron flew so effortlessly 
through the middle hole in the spider web.  Mike could balance those little toes on the tarp as well as Gabby Douglas on the balance 
beem.  Connor's lungs almost blew a hole through the bucket in launching those darts. Chad can deliver a message(golf ball) across the 
field faster than we'll soon see Usain Bolt dart across the track. I guess you could say when it comes to teamwork, the eager beavers 
learned a few things from last week's lessons!

The Bobwhite Patrol 
[Editor's note:  Day 3 missed being published.  Here it is:]  Last night's game night was a great learning experience.  Not only great 
because we won the scout trivia game but because we learned how teamwork is essential for success.  We have enjoyed being 
the service patrol and serving you all breakfast.  We felt the spirit at the interfaith service.  What a beautiful place we have to enjoy 
this training program.  We have enjoyed the tent race and the Kim's memory game and the fun learning experiences we are 
having.  We are grateful for out troop guide, Lane and for him putting up with the all our jokes and teasing,  We a great guide he 
has been.  Each of us in our own way are gaining a testimony of scouting and how to be a more effective leader. 

[Day 4:]  WELCOME BACK TO GILWELL, HAPPY LAND!!!!  (we know you have been humming that all weekend.)  The Bobwhites 
have returned from their hiatus full of vim and vigor and are anxiously looking forwardto another three days where they will be 
taught and instructed.  Reports form the break indicate thatall members of this covey have had opportunities to use the EDGE 
method in their families and during theirpresidency meetings.  On this first day back we have been Giddy with glee as we have 
been shown how valuable.  A crew can function when the members have been mentored appropriately!!  We had a wonderful 
time participating in activities that stretched or bodies as well as our minds solving puzzles and invading each others personal
space. Thanks to crew 1532 we will leave no trace!!  We have also been able to fulfill our dreams and for a moment be in the 
presence of celebrities, we had a visit from John Kennedy, Michelle Pfieffer, Justin Bieber and Adam Levine, we were struck with 
AWE!!! As we wind down the day we are looking forward to a meaningful campfire program.  We are exhausted from managing 
conflict with generations of scouting and leading change with problem solving and decision making.  We would like to thank 
Lane for being the best Instructor we have ever had....   Remember to work your ticket(S) if you can (keep on humming that tune) 

The Eagle Patrol 
2/3 down, 1/3 to go (that's for those math people out there)! The Eagles are glad to be back together again. We have found our flag, 
worked on our tickets, honed our presentation, practiced our part for the campfire programs, and enjoyed the new experiences of 
Day Four. We really enjoyed seeing Crew 1532's Leave No Trace campsite, and came away with new insights to share at home. Our 
session on managing conflict was especially interesting. We did well at some of the round robin games and not so well on others, and 
we ACED the blow-dart game! Our feathers have again come in handy in saving the world... GO EAGLES!
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The Owl Patrol 
The Owls had a wonderful day!  We were so impressed with the the venture crew that participated with us.  They inspired all of us.  Susan 
was our patrol leader today and did a fantastic job!  We finished our assignment as program patrol, for which we learned more about flag 
protocol.  Keith amazed us all with his ability to solve all the challenges presented to the patrols by the Venture crew.  We followed his 
lead and put the Owls on the map.
 
We appreciate that the opportunity to get to know each other at Wood Badge.  We have developed a friendship and trust one with 
another.

Patrol Reports
The Fox Patrol 
The Fox Patrol arrived for day 4 of Woodbadge 'Bright eye'd and bushy tailed'!!  The Skulk enjoyed all the fun filled games and training.
The hightlight of the day was the Venture Crew that came to enlighten and train us.  Thank you for coming and helping us to see a 
broader view of Scouting.  As a Fox 'Skulk' Patrol we have enjoyed the various aspects of Woodbadge so far.  Some of the highlights 
that members of our Patrol have enjoyed are; the food, the games, getting to know and making new friends, as well as grasping a 
better vision of the Scouting program and it's purpose in our individual troops, wards, callings, and lifes.  We are thankful for the work 
and dedication of the Staff and the time spent to help us gain our own vision of this inspired Program. We are looking forward to the 
next 2 days, and hope to impliment the things we have learned here, so that we are able to influence generations to come.      




